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Abstract

There are two newly emerging research issues in the enterprise information systems literature. One is the scalability issue for rapidly increasing choreographic volumes between interrelated organizations. The other is the business intelligence issue for traceable and monitorable business processes and services interchanging e-Business data and applications across organizations. Based upon these emerging issues, through a functional extension of the ebXML technology we have developed a process-driven e-Business service integration (BSI) system, which is named ‘e-Lollapalooza’. It consists of three major components – the Choreography Modeler coping with the process-driven collaboration issue, the Runtime & Monitoring Client for coping with the business intelligence issue and the EJB-based BSI Engine coping with the scalability issue. This paper particularly focuses on the e-Lollapalooza’s development aspects for supporting the ebXML-based choreography and orchestration among the engaged organizations in a process-driven multiparty collaboration for e-Logistics and e-Commerce services. Here, it is fully deployed in an EJB-based middleware computing environment for e-Logistics process automation and B2B choreography.
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1. Introduction

There exist a lot of technologies which appear and disappear in our society. Among them, we can easily recognize that those technologies surviving until recently are those that have been helping to bring the world closer together either physically or conceptually. Furthermore, we can categorize those technologies into two groups according to the subjects of the world - people or organization - at which they are aiming. That is, one is a group of technologies targeted at bringing people closer together, the other is a group of technologies bringing organizations much closer together. The traditional groupware technologies such as realtime cooperative work solutions, intra-organizational workflows systems, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, electronic data interchange (EDI) solutions, and enterprise application integration (EAI) solutions are typical examples of the former, whereas the recent business process management (BPM) and web service (WS) technologies for e-logistics, e-commerce, e-market place, e-supply-chain management, and inter-organizational workflow systems are of the latter. Conceptually speaking, the former technology is focused on enhancing the efficiency and productivity of intra-organizational group activities. The latter was developed in order to promote inter-organizational collaborative activities. Consequently, we conclude that the focus of information technology be shifted from supporting the collaborative work of a group of people, towards supporting the collaborative work of a group of organizations.

In other words, the business process management and web services of the latter group and their related technologies have been swiftly adopted they are hot issues in the real world, and they are excellent topics for developing and discussing for the information technology market. This atmosphere is becoming a catalyst for triggering an explosion of the so-called process (business process) driven e-Business service integration domains, such as electronic logistics, electronic procurement, value-chain management, and supply chain management technologies. In addition, organizations are becoming much closer to each other and need to efficiently support their inter-organizational collaborative activities. We need to give special attention to ebXML in order to implement process-driven e-business service integrations. Traditionally, ebXML is a crucial technology and a standard for e-commerce. The vision associated with ebXML is to create a single global electronic marketplace where enterprise, without any concerns about size and geographical location, can meet and conduct their businesses with each other through the exchanges of XML-based messages. Thus, ebXML technology enables anyone to do business with anyone else in anyplace over Internet.

However, those process driven e-Business service integration models are slightly different from the traditional B2B model of e-Commerce, in terms of the type of behaviors among organizations in collaboration. That is, in the traditional B2B e-Commerce model, only dual-party (buyer/seller) organizations collaborate using the CPA/CPP of ebXML, which is established through agreement between the participating parties. However, it does not seamlessly provide complete solutions for trading procedures. This implies that we need to better secure ebXML against the illegal penetration of unauthorized people or organizations, rapidly increasing trade volumes, the very large variety of demands for customized services, the unchangeable requirements for traceable and monitorable business processes and services, etc. Without further modification, the ebXML technology should not be directly fitted into those process-centric applications of the process-driven e-Business service integration domains. Thus, in this paper, we try to extend the ebXML technology's functionality and, in particular, implement it in order to cope with the rapidly increasing trade volumes issue (the scalability issue) and the traceable and monitorable business processes and services issue
(the business intelligence issue). For the sake of the scalability issue, we adopt the approach of the EJB (enterprise java beans) framework [6][7] to implement a e-Business service integration system, and we implement original functionality providing traceable and monitorable business processes and services for the business intelligence issue. Based on these issues and considerations, we have completed the development of a process-driven e-Business service integration system, which is named 'e-Lollapalooza. In this paper, we describe the implementation details of the e-Lollapalooza system and its application, which is an outstanding example demonstrating how well the e-Lollapalooza system works in the e-Logistics and e-Commerce markets.

In the next section, we present the background and previously related works from the literature. In the subsequent sections, we describe the details of the e-Lollapalooza system such as the overall system architecture and components, process-driven e-Business collaboration model, choreography modeling tool, runtime & monitoring client, and the EJB-based e-Business service integration engine. Finally, we introduce an application example of the e-Lollapalooza system that collaborative organizations orchestrate for conducting the order and delivery process of a cyber-shopping mall.

2. Related Works

In South Korea, workflow/BPM and its related technological fields, such as B2B e-Commerce [1], ERP [2], SCM, CALM [3], EAI, etc., have begun to attract great attention from the community [2] of information science and database management, in respect to both aspects of research topics and also industrial issues such as information application fields. They are definitely capturing public attention. There are several projects involving ongoing research and development of the workflow and BPM systems [3][4][5][6][7][8] available from universities and research institutes, and even from industry. Of course, these technologies are also available and fairly well established in the worldwide information technology arena. In this paper, we are particularly interested in the B2B e-Commerce automation technologies. As a matter of fact, in order to accomplish total process automation for B2B e-Commerce, it is necessary for the workflow and BPM technology to be integrated, as a platform, with four major contributory technologies: object-orientation, EAI, web service, and XML technology. Thus, there might be two possible approaches, which we consider, to deploy a total process automation system for B2B e-Commerce – an open e-business framework (ebXML) [9][10][11][12] and a closed e-business framework (inter-organizational workflow and BPM [13]). Open e-business means that the business contractors or partners of the B2B e-business can be anyone who is registered in the registry/repository. In contrast to that, they are predetermined in the closed framework approach. We concluded that the former is a more reasonable approach for the process-driven e-Business service integration domain.

We would characterize ebXML as an open e-business framework because it is targeted at establishing a business contract between universal organizations unknown to each other. The ebXML is a set of specifications that enable the formation of a complete electronic business framework. If that the Internet is considered to be the information highway for e-businesses, then the ebXML can be thought of as providing the on-ramps, off-ramps, and the rules of the road [11]. It has been proposed by a joint initiative of the United Nations (UN/CEFACT) and OASIS, and has been developed with global participation for global use. This partnership brings a great deal of credibility to the notion that ebXML is representative of major vendors and users in the IT industry. It is supported by leading vertical and horizontal industry
groups including RosettaNet [14], OTA (Open Travel Alliance) and many others. Membership in ebXML is open to anyone, and the initiative enjoys broad industry support with hundreds of member companies, and more than 1,400 participants drawn from over 30 countries.

We will not describe the details of ebXML [12] here, but we adopt the basic concept and mechanism of ebXML as an e-business service agent for e-Lollapalooza, [15] which provides process-related information to e-business service entities across organizations. However, without modifications the ebXML is hardly applicable to the e-Logistics management or supply chain management framework, at which our e-Lollapalooza is targeted. This is because it is basically proposed for e-business contracts between two parties (buyer and seller), each of which corresponds to an organization in collaboration. That is, the concept of the business process being assumed in the ebXML domain is completely different from the concept in the e-Logistics domain. Thus, we try to extend its functionality so that it could be reasonably adopted for the process driven e-business service integration domain.

3. e-Lollapalooza: e-Business Service Integration System

In this section, we first define the basic concept of the process driven e-Business service integration (BSI) model which is slightly different from the traditional dual-party B2B model of e-Commerce in terms of the type of behaviors among organizations in collaboration. We also describe the functional details of the e-Lollapalooza system, such as its overall system architecture and its major components (EJB-based engine, e-business service integration process modeler and monitoring client). These are extended from the ebXML basic functionality and implemented in particular to cope with the rapidly increasing trade volumes issue and the traceable and monitorable business processes and services issue.

3.1 The Process-Driven e-Business Service Integration Model

The process-driven e-business service integration model [16] is about the specification of business contracts and the integration of the business services between organizations that are engaged in a process-driven multiparty collaboration. Fig. 1 shows a simple example of a dual-party collaboration model consisting of three business transactions, and each business transaction performs two business activities - Requesting activity and Responding activity - that are conducted by the initiating role's organization and the responding role's, respectively.

**Fig. 1.** A Binary Collaboration Service Model
This dual-party collaboration model becomes a binary collaboration model that represents a member of performs on a process-driven e-business service integration model as shown in Fig. 2, which shows a typical example of the process-driven e-business service integration model. The model consists of three dual-party collaborations (Binary Collaboration 1 ~ 3) that have certain types of control-precedence relationships, such as sequential, disjunctive or conjunctive, according to the business contracts of the organizations in multiparty collaboration.

In addition, the dual-party collaboration is specified by the activity flow diagram, in which each activity represents a business transaction. Also, each organization (Organization A ~ D) is associated with either the initiating role, the responding role, or (for example organization B) both roles.

Additionally, each dual-party collaboration in the model is represented by the ebXML specifications. The ebXML’s information models define reusable components that can be applied in a standard way within a business context. They enable users to define data that is meaningful to their business while also maintaining interoperability with other business applications. Also, the ebXML messaging service specification defines a set of services and protocols that enables electronic business applications to exchange data. The specification allows any level of application protocols including common protocols such as SMTP, HTTP, and FTP to be used. The Collaborative Partner Agreement defines the technical parameters of the Collaborative Partner Profiles (CPP) and Collaborative Partner Agreements (CPA). This captures critical information for communications between applications and business processes. It also records specific technical parameters for conducting electronic business.

Finally, the process-driven e-Business service integration model is fundamentally based on the open e-Business framework as we stated in the previous section. Thus, we need the Registry and Repository for the user applications in order to store company profiles and trading partner specifications. These mechanisms enable access to specific business processes and information models. They enable updates and additions over time. For the application developer it will store both the final business process definitions, and a library of core components. In particular, the ebXML Registry provides a set of services that enable sharing of information between interested parties for the purpose of business process integration between such parties based on the ebXML specifications. Such information is used to facilitate ebXML-based Business-to-Business (B2B) partnerships and transactions. As a result, a set of registry services for the process-driven e-Business service integration models is defined through the ebXML-based Registry Service Specification as shown in Fig. 3. It provides accessibility of registry contents to clients of the Registry.
3.2 Overall System Architecture of e-Lollapalooza

This section briefly concentrates on the architectural requirements and the components related to the design of the e-Lollapalooza business service integration system. The e-Lollapalooza has different runtime (enactment) architecture from conventional ebXML-based business service integration systems in terms of process structure. We have conceived a particular conceptual architecture and functional implementation, which is suitable for the process-driven e-business service integration model and applications, such as electronic logistics, e-supply chain management, and process-driven e-commerce. Initially we present the architectural requirements of the e-Lollapalooza.

![Fig. 3. The Schema of Process-driven e-Business Service Integration Model](image)

The following requirements and design philosophies are applied to the e-Lollapalooza:

- **Interoperability:** This is the most important requirement particularly for the business service integration and choreography mechanisms to provide both cross-organization services and cross-platforms. Also, because various kinds of systems are deployed in a huge variety of domains, it is essential for the systems to be operational in heterogeneous computing environments. The e-Lollapalooza will be implemented on the EJB-based computing environment to preserve this interoperability requirement.

- **Scalability:** The e-Lollapalooza should concurrently provide consistent services to up to hundred thousands of business contract instances and several thousands of users. If the number of the instances increases, the performance should not decrease.
by the same proportion. The ideal case is that the changes in performance of the e-Lollapalooza are linear under different workload situations.

- Extensibility: The e-Lollapalooza serves a huge variety of domains. Since the requirements within one domain over time, it is necessary for the system to be easily changeable and extendable in terms of its functionality according to the evolving demands and requirements. That is, the e-Lollapalooza is targeted at providing extendable and continuous functionality without disrupting any services.

- Distribution: Basically, the business contracts are executed in a distributed computing environment. Thus, the e-Lollapalooza should provide its functionality in a distributed fashion, too. Therefore, during its execution it must enable a workflow to be passed to a different machine, in order to redistribute the execution of the workflow. Also, a load balancing mechanism at the level of both workcases and workitems (activities) might be achievable in the e-Lollapalooza. This requirement can be safely satisfied by adopting the EJB framework [17] approach as an implementation platform. We recognize that these architectural requirements need highly advanced features and they are difficult to implement. However, they might be inevitable requirements in order for the e-Lollapalooza to be theoretically and technically acceptable for the markets targeted at electronic logistics and electronic commerce.

After considering the requirements, we developed the system that provides the basic functionality for defining, enacting and monitoring those process-driven e-Business service choreography and integration models. The overall system architecture and components are illustrated in Fig. 4. As shown in the figure, the e-Lollapalooza consists of three major architectural components - the BP modeler, the BP enactment engine, and the BP status monitor. These components asynchronously communicate with each other through the messaging system, and the models defined by the modeler are registered with the registry through the registry/registration component.

Fig. 4. Overall System Architecture and Components
The e-Lollapalooza system's design principle is summarized as followings:

- Basically the system is based upon the ebXML's framework for supporting a business collaboration and choreography between partner companies of the business integration services.
- Also, it is possible for the system to be deployed as a type of ASP (Application Service Provider) system in order to support business choreographs among small-sized business partners that are too small to be affordable to maintain a system.
- The conceptual architecture of the system is called the 'ebworkcase-based architecture' and it is originally proposed in this paper.
- The system is implemented by using the enterprise java beans (EJB) framework approach of Sun's J2EE [17][18].
- The communication mechanism of the system uses the EJB's JMS messaging technology and the ebXML's messaging technology.
- The BP status monitoring component of the system provides the runtime client functionality.

3.3 The e-Lollapalooza Business Process Modeler

The e-Lollapalooza BP modeler is a registry-based business service integration and choreography modeling tool which is tightly coupled with the registration and register client for process-driven e-business service integration models. Thus, the e-Lollapalooza BP modeler can be characterized by the concept of registry that is identical to ebXML's. In addition, it is implemented by the Java language and the EJB framework approach in order to be deployed on various platforms without any further technical consideration. Currently, the system is fully deployable and operable in an EJB-based computing environment.

**Fig. 5** represents the components and their relationships (the class diagram) that comprise the modeler's package. The modeler package is composed mainly of four components - pkgbpmodeler.bps, pkgbpmodeler.model, pkgbpmodeler.utilexpression, and pkgbpmodeler.utilxml.

The component, pkgbpmodeler.bps, is for the specification (or attributes) of a business process that are needed for properly representing a process-driven e-business process integration model. It uses the component, pkgbpmodeler.utilexpression, to define the expressions needed in the model. Also, the attributes in the specification will finally be converted into the XML-based data format by the component, pkgbpmodeler.utilxml. The component, pkgbpmodeler.model, represents the graphical user interface of the modeler in order to provide a convenient way of defining a process-driven e-business process integration model. It also uses several utility components, such as pkgbpmodeler.model.awt.tree, pkgbpmodeler.model.dialog, pkgbpmodeler.model.event, pkgbpmodeler.model.graphics, pkgbpmodeler.model.util, and pkgbpmodeler.model.entity.

**Fig. 6** is a set of the graphical icons that are used in the e-Lollapalooza modeler. **Fig. 7** and **Fig. 8** are captured screens of the models, created using the e-Lollapalooza modeler.

The former figure illustrates the use-case diagram and the activity diagram of a dual-party collaboration of the business service integration and choreography model. The latter shows a process-driven multi-party collaboration of the business service integration and choreography model. The window on the left-hand side of the screens represents the specifications of the e-business service integration models that are defined by a model designer. The right-hand sides of the screens are showing the ebXML-based specifications of the e-business service integration and choreography models. It can be seen that at the top of
the screen, there are several buttons. One of them is used to defining a multi-party (or process-driven) e-business service integration and choreography model. In particular, Fig. 8 represents an example of the process-driven e-business service integration and choreography model proposed in this paper.

**Fig. 5.** The Class Diagram of the e-Lollapalooza Modeler

**Fig. 6.** The Graphical Icons of the e-Lollapalooza Modeler
Fig. 7. An Example of the e-Lollapalooza Modeler: A Dual-Prarty Business Service Integration and Choreography Model

Fig. 8. An Example of the e-Lollapalooza Modeler: A Process-driven Business Service Integration Model
3.4 The e-Lollapalooza Business Process Enactment Engine

The functional architecture of the e-Lollapalooza’s business process enactment part is illustrated in Fig. 9. It consists of the business process monitoring and the runtime client, the business service integration engine, and the message transfer system that supports the communication services between enactment engines by the use of secure (firewall protected) communication channels. All of these components are deployed in the EJB framework.

Thus, the communication between the monitoring client and the enactment engine is easily achieved by the use of the EJB simple object access protocol. However, the communication services between business service integration engines, each of which resides in each of the collaborative organizations, are performed by the use of the JMS-based message transfer system. Thus, a series of payloads for business contracts has to be wrapped by JMS message formats, and be passed to each of the underlining engines. The details of the monitoring client are explained in the next section. This section is dedicated to the description of the enactment engine.

![Fig. 9. The Architecture of the e-Lollapalooza BSIS's Engine](image)

The internals of the business service integration engine are structured as shown in Fig. 10. In particular, in order for the e-Lollapalooza system to be satisfy the scalability requirement, we have proposed a new conceptual architecture that is called ‘ebWorkcase-based enactment architecture’. ‘ebWorkcase’ means the name of an object that is instantiated for dealing with its corresponding business service integration case in the real-world.

![Fig. 10. The Functional Components of the e-Lollapalooza BSIS's Engine](image)
Thus, it is reflecting the data structure of business choreography that contains a collaboration process, transaction activity and the execution order which comprises an ebXML-based and process-driven e-business service integration model. Also, it is based upon the CPA XML schema defined in ebCCP to support collaborations between partner companies by parsing transaction CPA, analyzing business process specification, and monitoring CPA execution status and progress reports. The ebRequester deals with a series of requests that informs ebWCM (ebXML Workcase Manager) creation or removal at the beginning of a transaction. The ebWCM manages the created ebWorkcase instances such as enacting instances, changing requested status information, and interacting with the monitoring clients. Table 1 shows the detailed information and properties of the major functions performed by the ebWorkcase objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Properties of the Major Functions handled by the BSIS's Engine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Collaboration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiPartyCollaboration: name, Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BusinessPartnerRole: performs, transactions, collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performs: performedBy, authorizedRole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AuthorizedRole: name, isInitiator, performs, from, to, collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinaryCollaboration: name, timeToPerform, precondition, postCondition, beginsWhen, endsWhen, pattern, role, states, usedBy, transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BusinessActivity: name, from, to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BusinessTransactionActivity: timeToPerform, inConcurrent, isLegallyBinding, uses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BusinessCollaborationActivity: uses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have adopted an incremental (spiral) approach for the software development methodology in designing and implementing the e-Lollapalooza system. Thus, initially we
extract a set of usecases for the engine by considering the requirements as shown in Fig. 11. The usecases are the followings:

1. **Business process management request usecase** - It is in charge of the member and administrator roles by handling the requests for starting a collaboration process, and also receiving the administrator’s process control requests and process start requests.
2. **Process control usecase** - It controls processes so that administrators are able to handle process creation, start, suspension, resumption, termination and completion.
3. **Active business process monitoring usecase** - It provides a set of services for the active business process's status inquiries.
4. **Transaction documentation send-receive processing request usecase** - It handles the requests from members to send-receive transaction documents through enactments of workitems in the worklist handler.
5. **Business process documentation send-receive usecase** - It deals with sending/receiving business process documents by making their relevant information messages.
6. **Registry retrieve usecase** - The registry stores CPAs, business process documentations, and business processes by the registration procedure.
7. **To engine database save usecase** - It enables the engine to store the statuses of processes' and the registry's contents.
8. **Exception handling usecase** - It deals with engine's malfunctions that occur during sending or receiving letters or transaction documents.
9. **Audit data save usecase** - It handles all traces of the engine's enactment history by keeping its audit logs.

![Fig. 11. The Usecases of the e-Lollapalooza BSIS's Engine](image-url)
Fig. 12. The Class Diagram of the e-Lollapalooza BSIS's Engine

Based on the usecases, we extract a set of classes and their relationships for the engine as shown in Fig. 12. The classes consist of BSI, ebRequester, ebWorklistHandler, ebWorkcaseManager, ebWorkcase, ebWorkcaseThread, BPS, CPA, BinaryCollaboration, and ProcessDrivenCollaboration. If ebRequester receives a business process instance creation and start request from the business process interface (BSI), then...
ebWorkcaseManager parses its corresponding BPS and CPA by retrieving it from the registry. Also, by considering the business process's collaboration type (binary collaboration or multiparty collaboration), it creates its instance of ebWorkcase by the ebRequester. The ebRequester is basically inherited from the SessionBean of the EJB Framework. It delivers process creation and start requests to ebWorkcaseManager through the ebWorkcaseManagerHome. Finally, in Fig. 13 we illustrate the transaction managing procedure performed by the collaborative engines deployed in the collaborating organizations.

### 3.5 The e-Lollapalooza Business Process Monitor

The business service monitoring tool is composed of two components - the monitoring server and the Business Service Integration Client. Fig. 14 shows the CPA/BPS loading procedure of the BSI client. Also, the monitoring tool’s operating examples are presented in Fig. 15, and Fig. 16. The former figure is a screen capture of the business transactions status window. The latter is of the activity flow status window. Each transaction's and each activity's status are distinguished by colors. In both the business transaction diagram and the activity diagram, grey, green and blue represent done, current-on-running, and tobe-on-running status, respectively. In this paper, we did not explain the design and implementation details of the business service monitoring tool.

**Fig. 14.** The CPA/BPS Loading Procedure of the e-Lollapalooza BSIS's Monitoring and BSI Client
Fig. 15. The User Interface of the e-Lollapalooza BSIS's Monitor: Business Transaction Flow Status

Fig. 16. The User Interface of the e-Lollapalooza BSIS's Monitor: Activity Flow Status
3.6 An Application of the e-Lollapalooza: e-Logistics for the Postal Cyber-Shopping Mall

Fig. 17 shows an e-Logistics application of a process-driven inter-organizational business service integration model to which the e-Lollapalooza BSI system has been applied. The process-driven inter-organizational choreography processes between the cyber-shopping mall and the postal service company are modeled by the e-Lollapalooza choreography modeling system. They are integrated and serviced by the BSI engine systems that are installed in both of these two companies. Currently, all the application programs of the e-Logistics example including contract and order document forms are fully available on the web site, http://www.cnit.com.

4. Conclusions

To this point, we have described the implementation details of the e-Lollapalooza process-driven inter-organizational business service integration system. It is targeted at the process-driven e-business service integration markets, such as e-Logistics, e-SCM, e-Procurement, and e-Government. These require process-driven multi-party collaborations by a set of independent organizations. The process-driven choreography models specifying the dual-party collaboration and the process-driven multi-party collaboration between organizations are transformed into the ebXML-based specifications. Finally, the e-Lollapalooza e-business service integration (BSI) system is able to enact and control the choreography models.

Both in South Korea and in world-wide research arena, process-driven e-business services and their related technological fields, such as e-SCM, e-Procurement, e-Logistics, e-Government, are receiving great attention from industry in the information management and business process management fields. Thus, there are many challenges to develop and commercialize e-business solutions. This paper is one of the active attempts at pioneering process-driven inter-organizational choreography systems which support cross
organizational e-business processes and service integrations. In further research works, we will apply the e-Lollapalooza system to various fields of the cross-organizational e-business processes and service integrations markets.
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